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Butler’s Stool



Clockwise from bottom left:  
Drab Coloured Table; Writing Table; Butler’s Stool;  

Colonial Document Box; Jelly Cupboard;  
Primitive Wood Chair with Handle; Louis XVI Bergère;  

English Refectory Table; Mercantile Basket;  
Victorian High Backed Club Chair;  

Tavern Table; Architectural Ornament 



The RLH Collection Drawing from  

the rich history of one-of-a-kind antiques, this exceptional collection  

from Ralph Lauren Home showcases heritage pieces defined by  

period construction details and superb handcraftsmanship.

The RLH Collection pays homage to the enduring beauty and relevance  

of handmade furniture, while offering a masterful interpretation of some of 

Ralph Lauren’s most iconic inspirations—from rustic Americana to  

the eclectic aesthetic of the world traveler.

The authentic character of the RLH Collection is evident in its reclaimed 

timber, fine vintage textiles, lustrous patinaed leather, hand-forged hardware, 

and hand-carved details. Our use of time-honored materials and techniques 

ensures that no two pieces are identical, and that each embodies the spirit  

of artisanal luxury quintessential to Ralph Lauren.

English Chesterfield Sofa



Carved Chest; Directoire Trumeau MirrorPorcelain Charger



Nail-Head Club Chair
A signature nail-head treatment defines  

this 1940s-inspired club chair, with its stately  
square arms and deep, down-filled upholstery  

of heavily worn, hand-aged leather.



Casegoods In keeping with time-honored techniques, 

solid woods and reclaimed timber are expertly worked, yielding finished 

pieces that stand as true objets d’art. Inspired by old world design, the 

ornate carvings on a solid oak refectory table, the dramatic geometry 

of a walnut tabletop, and the meticulously applied patina on a cultured 

fauteuil all remain true to centuries-past master craftsmanship. It may 

take artisans up to 80 hours to achieve the desired look on any single 

piece from the RLH Collection. Hand-forged iron and cast-brass 

hardware provide the perfect finish for these true heirloom pieces.   

Trumeau Louis Quinze



Victorian Bookcase; Pineapple Finial; Marquise À la Reine Northern Italian Chest of Drawers



Milk White Sideboard; Lidded Vases



French Hearth Chair; Mercantile BasketsLouis XV Armoire Deux Corps; Rococo Dining Chair



English Chesterfield Sofa; Parquet Ancien Cocktail Table



Parquet Ancien Cocktail Table
The weathered beauty of 17th-century walnut parquet 

brings rustic contrast to the clean, contemporary  
lines of this steel-framed coffee table.

Porcelain Charger



English Refectory Table
Exquisite ornamental carving inspired by Tudor  

master craftsmanship adds elegant period appeal to  
this solid oak table’s robust and shapely baluster legs.

Mercantile BasketScaffolding Stand Desk; French Hearth Chair



Northern Italian Chest of Drawers; Le Petit Fauteuil



Upholstery The superb vintage textiles selected for 

inclusion in the RLH Collection are gathered primarily from vibrant 

neighborhood markets. Natural variations in warp and weft augment 

the finished pieces’ distinctive beauty and authentic character. Timeless 

yet chic, repurposed hand-woven rugs, earthy sunwashed stripes, and 

homespun burlap pair rustic beauty with a refined, classic heritage. 

Many of these rare cloths are woven in narrow widths; furniture 

upholstered with these fabrics possesses an eclectic texture that  

illustrates the piece’s character and unique history. 

Hepplewhite Wing Chair



Marquise À la Reine
A hand-carved laurel frieze, scrolled arms, and tapered 

legs lend a regal air to a walnut-framed Louis XVI chair, 
upholstered with vintage cotton and hand-dyed muslin 

for the perfect balance of rustic and refined.

 Victorian Bookcase

Lounging Chair
With its iconic sloping back and serpentine arms,  
the Edwardian lounging chair is reinvented with 
upholstery made from hand-woven vintage  
textiles in vibrant heritage blues.

Farmhouse Cupboard



Hepplewhite Wing Chair
A cambered walnut frame and elegant wing back 

highlight the Hepplewhite’s heritage construction, 
featuring hand-woven, vintage upholstery of washed 

indigo, and intricate ornamental tacking.Glazed Hand-Shaped Vase



Edwardian Club Chair; Rolled Back Club Chair; Edwardian SetteeRococo Dining Chair



William and Mary Gateleg Table; English Dining Chair; Eggshell Bowl



Decorative Accents Embodying an artful 

mood and sculptural aesthetic, the RLH decorative accents collection is 

inspired by form and graceful movement. Many pieces stand heroic in scale 

but with an austere presence that provides an eye-catching yet elegant focal 

point. Sleek porcelain vases display their luster and personality in crackled 

glaze or hand-applied crisp blue-and-white chinoiserie-inspired patterns. 

Oversized woven wicker baskets combine the best of two worlds  

for ruggedly handcrafted storage.    

Pineapple Finial



Le Petit Fauteuil
The graceful curves of the Louis XV ladies’  

fauteuil are tempered by a tacked, hand-dyed 
 muslin cover, and a hand-painted, antiqued finish 

 that express a romantic, timeworn heritage.

Lidded VaseAmerican Storage Cabinet; Colonial Document Box



Printer’s Table; Yenyen Vases



Dutch Colonial Tea Stoves



Lounging Chair; Trumeau Louis QuinzeWriting Table; Glazed Hand-Shaped Vases



Lidded Vases; French Cook’s Table



Victorian High Backed Club ChairPainted Cabinet; Porcelain Charger; Yenyen Vase



Hepplewhite Wing Chair; Second Empire Drying RackYenyen Vases



Brass-Mounted Colonial Revival Leather Trunk; French Cook’s Table; Lidded Vases



Leather To create the depth of patina and history that 

makes RLH Collection leathers unique, each piece of leather furniture  

is hand-distressed by dedicated craftsmen. This thorough aging 

technique begins only after upholstery is complete, ensuring that wear 

patterns reflect a chair’s true purpose; the leather becomes worn and 

burnished as if it has experienced a lifetime of use. The refined comfort 

and sense of heritage exemplified by these artisanal pieces are enhanced 

by intricate detailing—glimpses of pleated leather, beautifully carved 

wood trim, or weathered metal studs.

Edwardian Club Chair



Edwardian Club Chair; Rolled Back Club Chair; Edwardian Settee; Edwardian Tub Chair



Rolled Back Club Chair
This inspired walnut-and-leather interpretation of the 

Edwardian-era club chair, features rolled arms with 
sunburst pleats, hand-carved pinnacles, and a single 

pillow of woven hemp that strikes a perfect rustic note.Nail-Head Club Chair



Hall Bench
Lustrous timeworn leather and solid oak complement 
the classic lines of this Gothic Revival bench with its 

handsome hand-carved legs, crosspiece, and pinnacle.

Lidded Baluster Vase



Covered Urn

Bull’s Eye Mirror

Tavern TableJelly Cupboard

Tufted Leather Club Chair Fauteuil Louis XIII

Camelback Settee Fan-Back Windsor Chair

Neoclassical Dining Chair

18th-century Gateleg Table

Dressing BoxSplat Back FauteuilMiniature Library Steps

Painted Server

Additional Pieces & Highlights

Walnut Side Table

Pair of Lidded Baluster VasesBone Inlay Mirror

Depot Shelves

Leather Club Chair

Rolled Back Sofa 18th-century Italian Counting Table

Work Table with Storage Drawer

Trestle Desk

Walnut Refectory Table

Banquette Settee

1940s Plantation Chair

Additional Pieces & Highlights

Pine Buffet Cabinet



Scrubbed Pine Farm Table

Crenellated Cocktail Table

Comptoir Dauphin

Barrel Back Wing Chair19th-Century French Bahut

Back Porch Table

Twelve Drawer Chest

American Painted Corner Cabinet

American Gothic Pier Mirror

Irish Settee

Fauteuil Louis XIII

About Our Vintage Textiles and Reclaimed Woods

The RLH Collection of heritage-inspired artisanal pieces is crafted from premium reclaimed woods and vintage, 

limited-supply textiles. Each piece is meticulously hand-detailed and hand-finished. As a result of  

this intensive process, each RLH Collection masterpiece is unique, with natural variations in finish and  

texture that are true to its period roots and add to its authentic character.

Additional Pieces & Highlights
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